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Panel Bender Demanded in the World 
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KMP Series is a flexible bender (panel bender) driven by AC servo motor. It can

bend a variety of complex shapes such as R bending, hemming and closing, which 

are difficult to bend by traditional benders, with high accuracy, rapidly and simply.

Chubu Invention Award 2007,  

Small & Medium Enterprise Agency Director-General’s Encouragement Prize 
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KMP Bender:  

Performs bending process 

of the workpieces. 

Manipulator:  

Holds the center of the blank for 

positioning, rotation and all 

movements. 

Front Table: Supports 

positioning the blanks and 

unloading the workpieces. 

Images for reference only. 

Operating Device: 

Performs programming, 

operation etc. 

The single unit of KMP does not include setting table and pipe roller table.

Safety Fence: Prevents anyone from 

entering the operative area and avoids 

any accidents between operators and 

machines. 

Setting Table: Performs 

transferal operation of the 

blanks and automatic 

original point setting. 

Pipe Roller Table: 

Transports the workpieces 

via a series of pipe rollers. 

Control Device:  

Includes electronic 

apparatus such as power 

supply unit, amplifier, 

sequencer and PC. 
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Up Bend 

Down Bend 

The material is clamped between the top and bottom die, then the forming die either 

forms up or down to create the profile required. The dimension and angle are set by

programming data selected.
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Center Die 

Be finely adjusted 

depending on the 

length of the product 

being bent. 

85

182.5mm(14pieces) 

7.5mm pitch 

Standard Die 

The quantity of 

the die can be 

adjusted 

depending on the 

length of the 

product being 

bent. 

105mm 

L/R 10pieces per 

side 
Center 

Disengaging Die 

For the 

disengagement. 

145mm 

L/R 1piece per side 

 

workpiece 

Center Disengagement 

Center Die 

rises. 

After center die 

disengages, 

other top dies 

will rise. 

ATC: Auto Tool Change 

ATC System is equipped inside the KMP Bender. 

 

 

Top die is composed of (1)Standard Die,(2)Center Disengaging Die and(3)Center Die.   
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Top Die Holder

Replaceable Die

 

Easy replacement 

Cost-saving 



The MT unit and sub-clamp options dramatically improve  

•the automatic bending of elongated materials. 



KMP Programming System
 Self-developed Program for Easy Operation.

 The calculation of the processing parameters is automatic

by input of simple numerical values.

 It is also possible to run a process simulation on the

operation panel screen.

 Management and Monitoring System Equipped

with IoT system providing program creation, management,

analysis and editing abilities.
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Program Edition 

Manual Operation 

Shape Check Bending 

Alarm 

Program Management 
Bending Process  

Confirmation 

Automatic Operation Maintenance 

KMP Programming System 

Available Language: English, Japanese, Chinese, Korean. 
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Bending Shapes   
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Bending Sample 

 

The samples above are only a part of our applicable bending shapes.  
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High performance, high productivity, high precision 

Be able to be processed continuously by only one worker 

The latest model of panel bender 
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Return table is a 2-layer conveyor with a compact and space-saving design. 

 Simultaneous loading and unloading are allowed→time saving 

As the origin set of blank is performed on setting table, “simultaneous loading,  
bending and unloading” are possible  to shorten the cycle time .  

Competitors’ products perform their origin set of blank on front table, so their 

users need to spend extra time on the origin set.  

Upper part: Unloading conveyor 

Lower part: Setting table  

Processing workpiece 

Blank 

KMP 

FT 

Upper part:  

Unloading conveyor 

stopper 

Lower part: 

Setting table 

 

Increase productivity 

Return table 



The advantages of KMP 
→Stable, high accuracy 

→No need warm up time 

→Clean (No oil) 

→No temperature effect  

→Long-operating life 

→Low maintenance rate 

→Low noise 

→Easy operation 

→High speed 
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Increase productivity,  

Decrease running cost and time 

   (Time-saving, energy-saving) 
 



If you need any further information regarding our products,

please do not hesitate to contact us.

We will do our best to meet your expectation.

Kyowa Machine Co., Ltd.

http://www.kyowam.com/

E-mail: info@jimsmachines.com.au

TEL: +61-(0) 414 646 212
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